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INVITATION

TO SUCCESS

Welcome!

Intercoiffure Mondial is recognised worldwide
– and not only in the world capitals such as
Paris, New York, Tokio, Berlin, London or
Rom - as the top, highest level  hair stylists
organisation.

To build up an international network in the
world of fashion, to make friendships over
and above frontiers, to open to the young of
our metier the doors of the best coiffeurs, to
be leaders in all sectors of the business,
these are the objectives of Intercoiffure,  in
42 different countries.   At the present
moment 2.300 members and 8.000 salons
are proud to represent our organisation.

It is just in critical times that it becomes most
evident how solidarity gives strength.   Our
activities help our members in presenting to
clients their teams,  with our fivepointed star,
as a unique label guaranteeing quality.

Our Maison des Nations is in Paris, in the
heart of the fashion district, symbolizing art
and culture.   From here the impulse
irradiates to the whole world.

Make an investment in their success.
I wish you may have a good time in the world
of Intercoiffure.

Yours Klaus Peter Ochs
PRESIDENT MONDIAL



Best friends in the whole world

THE BEST FROM
40 COUNTRIES

Intercoiffure was founded in 1925 by top
hair stylists with the objective of
honouring and of further developing
exclusive performance world-wide.
Nowadays there are 2.300 members with
over 8.000 salons in 42 countries under
the name of this first world-wide coiffeurs
organisation, that gives their profession a
greater dimension and an extraordinary
value.

EXCHANGE OF EXPERIENCE,
WORLD-WIDE ...

Over and above the exchange of the experts’
experience, including that concerning the
financial aspects, at international level, the
fundamental concept of Intercoiffure is the
intense and friendly alliance between the
members across all five continents.  This
concept, which is supported by human, ethical
and moral solidarity, helps each single
member to achieve success and recognition
world-wide.

„ICD is an excellent link between
Industry and hair stylists.   We are very
pleased that the ideals which we most

cherish are here actively promoted.“

Tim Hartley, International Creative
Director, Vidal Sassoon, London

„Thanks to ICD the public world-
wide recognises the prestige as

well as the professional and
human qualities of hair stylists,

indipendently of their country of
origin.   The very existence of

ICD is a blessing.  Otherwise we
would have to invent an

organisation like it,  that is
capable of establishing such a
solid relationship between the

skilled workers involved, that is,
between people who believe in

their future. „

Luis Llongueras, Barcelona

„Membership of ICD
allows me to find

national and
international contacts,

on the basis of just
friendship or of

professional alliances.“

Marlies Möller,
Hamburg
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... AND FROM VERY CLOSE AT
HAND

In order to favour the direct exchange of
experience and to best develop the creative
potential  of Intercoiffure the members are
organised, in most country sections, in so-
called regional groups, or citygroups.   Regular
meetings take place at this regional level.
According to the topics discussed the
invitations to these meetings may be extended
to the saloon employees.

For the promotion of professional qualification
congresses, seminars and workshops are also
organised.  But also for the free time, after work
programs are foreseen, that offer numerous
activities such as cultural or sporting events.

HOUSE OF NATIONS

In the immediate vicinity of the most famous
Parisian fashion house there is the Maison des
Nations, which was bought in 1982 and that is
financed by the entry fees -  a source of
inspiration and an environment with an
exceptionally creative atmosphere.   The
integrated museum includes works of renowned
artists with particular regard to Intercoiffure,
among others, Cocteau, Manning, Fini,
Guillaume and Alexandre de Paris.

„For me Intercoiffure means:
an honest exchange of opinions
with colleagues and a high quality -
both professionally and also as
service.   These high quality
standards are possible
thanks to the skilled workers’
qualification and refresher courses
offered by the Ecole Intercoiffure -
organised exclusively for
Intercoiffure and its employees!“

Oliver Bohn, Lörrach

„The exchange of opinions
with colleagues and
friends is very important
for me. The high quality
demands act as an
engine, stimulating my
business.  And I enjoy it.“

Udo Luy, Köln

„For me the exchange of opinion with
top people means a widening of the
professional horizon.  In the ICD there
are many such experts.  These
activities and meetings are
enormously motivating and inspiring.“

Oliver Schmidt, Düsseldorf
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THE WORLD OF INTERCOIFFURE

COLLECTIONS AND
FASHION-EVENTS

Be it fresh and cool or feminine-romantic
– „It must be strikingly surprising“ is the
motto of the international hair stylists
elite.  As part of the season’s collections
– spring / summer and autumn / winter
all Intercoiffure members, and the press,
receive photos and a CD-ROM with the
latest trends and fashion in all parts of
the world.  An irreplaceable precious
instrument for any salon !

INTERNATIONAL TRENDS

Intercoiffure draws its inspiration not only from
the renowned fashion designers but gives itself
an international, important impulse.  Thanks to
its exceptional creations, always new, our
members enjoy an excellent reputation world-
wide.

MONDIAL PERFORMANCE
AND NIGHT OF THE STARS

The Mondial Performance is the event of the year in
Paris!  In September of each year the members meet
to see, live, how the best stylists create their work. :
a unique inspiration for top stylists !
An event of exceptional level is the Gala „Night of the
Stars“.  With the Intercoiffure award „Personalities of
the Year“ Intercoiffure Mondial honours extraordinary
Personalities and Institutions of the international Hair
Stylists and Fashion world.

JUNIORS TO THE FRONT

In order to guarantee the ambitious objectives of
Intercoiffure for the future, much effort is dedicated as
part of the Guillaume Foundation in the promotion of
the young.   This is done by means of events such as
the Junior Forum, the Junior’s Exchange, the
Workshops, to lead up to the direct challenge of
active participation in the  Mondial Performance.

Green light for the latest trends
from all over the world

The hair stylists trends of our
elite-saloons set the fashion
internationally

The Guillaume Sculpture
– represents for many a
milestone for a successful
future

Lights off – Spot on!    Here
only those who know how to
combine perfectly technique
with creativity can survive
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YOUR QUALITY EDGE

PROVEN QUALITY

When we define Elite, we set very high
standards.   A world novelty :   most country
sections conduct a Quality Check :   an
important instrument for the motivation of your
employees, and also a proof of competence for
your customers.  Salons that have passed the
test may display the Intercoiffure-Quality-Signet.

SEMINARS AND
ÉCOLE INTERCOIFFURE

The high objectives of Intercoiffure can only
be guaranteed by a variety of special
seminars.
Most country sections pass on directly to
their members and to their employees in all
their regions the fashion’s trends and their
know-how,  by means of events such as the
„Look & Learn Tour“, „ICD Cities-Tours“ or
„Intercoiffure-Tour“.
The Entrepreneur Forums are characterised
by high level testimonials on topics such as
modern enterprise management, jurisdiction,
or forecasts on the future development of the
business.

The Intercoiffure Schools offer, in
collaboration with the world’s best hair
stylists schools, exclusive seminars for which
the members of Intercoiffure enjoy the
benefit of special conditions.

First class perfection

Symbol and
distinction at the
same time – the
Intercoiffure-Quality-
Signet

… and an exceptional counseling are
the characteristics typical of the Elite
Hair Stylists of Intercoiffure
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MARKETING AND
COMMUNICATION

The image of Intercoiffure and an important
part of its further development depend on
making itself known and on winning
recognition.   In order to consolidate and to
promote the brand name,  all members
receive the free „New Member Kit“ with a
series of promotional objects, e.g., pins or
adhesives for your saloon window.
Furthermore, Guillaume Sculptures and
Videos „Best of Mondial Performance“ are
also part of the Marketing Packet.
To stimulate the exchange of opinions
between Intercoiffure Mondial and its
members in each country a Newsletter is
published at regular intervals.    Centrally
promoted measures for communication to
the outer world are for instance the various
press activities and the Internet Site, giving
the latest information and a possible link to
one’s own homepage.
For communication with your clients there is
our international Magazine :  here we
present the latest creations of the
Intercoiffure Stylists, with ample
photographic coverage, and also articles
about the world-wide activities of
Intercoiffure.

Promoting the image and
information campaigns
thanks to well-aimed
communication

Exceptional performance is
rewarded and honoured at
Intercoiffure

More information and daily news
available at
www.intercoiffure-mondial.com
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INTERCOIFFURE-HIGHLIGHTS 2003

„LOOK & LEARN TOUR“

The way to perfection in many cities of the world, close to
the members •
Live the latest trends and techniques from Paris with elite
specialists of the Team Créateurs d’Intercoiffure •
Marketing testimonials by outstanding experts

INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL
CONGRESSES,
NATIONAL AND REGIONAL
INTERCOIFFURE EVENTS:

Members have access to all these events • The about
What, When, and Where are available in Internet under
„Events“.   Log in directly your own information •
Intercoiffure members are welcome anywhere in the world•

SEPTEMBER
MONDIAL PERFORMANCE, PARIS

World-wide Hair Stylists’ and Fashion trends : The Must of
Intercoiffure • Individual Education with Star Stylists •
Phantastic Shows

„NIGHT OF THE STARS“, PARIS

Glamour, Prestige and an international Social-Event

JUNIORS’ FORUM, PARIS

Talent promotion, Trendscouting • Photo-Shoot-and Stage-
Training

JUNIOR EXCHANGE PROGRAMM:

Members can promote themselves in Internet as hosts and
young professionals • Thanks to this programme young
ambitious professionals have the possibility of getting to
know the world as students.•

Recognition and Prestige with the
friendly support of all members of
Intercoiffure

Suspense, Action and Ideas are part of
each event

Creations ready for promotion,
with which one can prove one’s
expertise

A STRONG COMMUNITY

INTERCOIFFURE MONDIAL
2300 Members, more than 8000 salons in 42
countries

Head-office:
INTERCOIFFURE MONDIAL
11 bis, Rue Jean Goujon
F – 75008 Paris

Phone: ++33 1 564 32222
Fax: ++33 1 564 32229
E-mail: paris@intercoiffure.org

paris@intercoiffure-mondial.com
Internet: www.intercoiffure-mondial.com

www.intercoiffure.org

NORTHERN EUROPE
250 members in Denmark, Finnland, Island, Norway and Sweden

CENTRAL EUROPE
690 members in Austria, Belgium, Germany, England, Luxemburg, the Netherlands
and Switzerland

EASTERN EUROPE
140 members in Poland, Rumania, Russia, Ukraine and Hungary

SOUTHERN EUROPE AND NEAR EAST
350 members in France, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Spain and Lebanon

NORTH AMERICA
260 members in the United States and Canada

SOUTH AMERICA
100 members in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela

ASIA
350 members in China, Japan, Singapour, South korea and Taiwan

PACIFIC AND AFRICA
160 members in Australia, Indonesia, New Zealand, and South Africa


